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Abstract:

In this paper I discuss my thesis book project Life is Short Life is Long which uses ten
years of photographs to conjure an intimate memory of my life in my twenties throughout the
American landscape. I discuss the purpose of the work and the conceptual foundation of a book
with 360 pictures along with direct influences like Robert Frank, Boris Mikhailov, Nan Goldin,
and Garry Winogrand, all artists whose work comes directly from the intersection of personal
observation and public spectacle.
The second part of this paper addresses my graphic printed work, which was a main part
of the exhibition and has been a way for me to reinterpret my own images through another
medium. Expressionists like Edvard Munch and William Christenberry appropriated their own
imagery to invent new material forms for expression. This way of working is about revealing
some aura that is latent in the image through a more improvisational and expressive way.
Photographs often become our memories and bear witness to the changing form of our
lives. As artists, whatever we make is a memorial to the lives we live. All of my work is about
the search for meaning concerned with contradictions in truth, the imperfection of beauty, and
the historical aspect of the personal.
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After the first semester I set two goals for myself while I was here. I wanted to make a
book that would resolve my black and white work of ten years and I wanted to have a thesis
show that was made up entirely of screenprints.
This entire body of work came very much out of an overall consideration that everything
we make is the memorial of the lives we live. Much of this life is fated, but it is also marked by
our own decisions, our own choices. How we react to things, our point of view. Whether it's
seeking greater awareness through the act of looking, photographing as an act of mourning, a
search for connection, coping with anxiety, or imagining utopia, it's all a record of our own
journey and preoccupation. As filmmaker Errol Morris notes, not only is everything we create
inescapably autobiographical, it’s also all fiction1. So these are the notes on my supreme fiction.

The book is called Life is Short Life is Long: US Letter and is about taking stock of my
life, represented by ten years of photographs. The exhibition is primarily pictures I sourced from
the book and made with a variety of photographic processes. The book is a maximalist record,
1

Gregory Crewdson, “20 questions with Errol Morris and Gregory Crewdson,” Yale Photo Pop-Up Lecture Series,
Yale University, April 5, 2020, video, 43:42, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRoDg7DCklk
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an attempt to grasp an all-encompassing whole. The exhibition is an attempt at a presentation
that is, like Ezra Pound’s vision of modern poetry, “austere, direct, and free from emotional
slither.2”
Cartier Bresson said, “a camera can be a machine gun... a psychoanalytic couch… a
warm kiss… a sketchbook. To make pictures is to say yes to life. YES YES YES! There’s no
maybes, all the maybe should go to the trash. Because it's an instant, an affirmation, an
enjoyment. Even if it’s something you hate it’s YES YES YES. 3” This affirmative impulse drew
me to photography and challenged me to try radical open mindedness; clear sighted, unprovoked
empathy. It demands one take note of every glance, every posture, every layer of meaning and
think, what is the essence of this thing? Where do I put myself in relation to it? Where do I
stand? What do I think is important for other people to see? How do I show how this feels?
With a camera, you can exalt these seductions. Everything is a potential photograph.
LIFE IS SHORT LIFE IS LONG: US LETTER is a collection of 360 black and white and
instant color pictures taken over the last ten years. 360 pictures suggest a total revolution. 180
black and white, 180 Instax, each a point with a counterpoint. This is the metaphysical context,
suggestive of a full year, a full cycle. The title, LIFE IS SHORT LIFE IS LONG is a declaration
about the relative nature of time. It is a personal, philosophical context. We are at once growing
and dying. This is the paradox at the heart of our existence, “How much time is there? What do
I know? What is memory? How shall I live?”

2

Ezra Pound. "A Retrospect,” in Poets on Poetry ed. by Charles Norman (New York: The Free Press, 1965), 330.
Henri Cartier-Bresson: The Decisive Moment, directed by Cornell Capa, written by Henri Cartier-Bresson, (New
York: Scholastic Magazine Inc. and the International Center for Photography, 1973),
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=14ih3WgeOLs.
3
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In 2014, the FBI donated their darkroom supply to my undergraduate institution. I
walked away with a few hundred rolls of Kodak TMAX which I shot sparingly, printing in my
kitchen once or twice a year until I moved to Rochester and the film ran out. These pictures
make up most of my black and white work. I didn’t do much with them over the years besides
sharing a few and putting the rest in boxes. I wanted to work with black and white but I didn’t
want to make a book about a specific place. I wanted to make it about life. This book is a
testament to my friends and family and a chronicle of my experience moving from my twenties
into my thirties. It's about the vitality of youth in search of higher awareness in an America
where the sacred myth struggles with an uncertain reality.
The black and white and color pictures are in harmony and of equal importance,
alternating on each spread in a subtle unity. The subtitle, US LETTER, is the social context of
the work, which was shot entirely in the States, but also serves as a double meaning in reference
to the form of the book, the page size being 8 ½ x 11 inches. Finally, this work is an edition of
33, to represent my 33rd year. I think one of the great pleasures of making art for me is the
infusing or identifying something with more than a single meaning.

3

This is the first spread in the book. On the left is a picture of Coney Island in 2012. My
friends and I went there on a Sunday after Halloween to pay tribute to the great photographers
that have been there before. Weegee, Evans, Frank, Arbus, Winogrand, Goldin -- all were there.
It was beautiful and unseasonably warm and there was a wedding party walking along the
boardwalk. This image of the banquet table through a window, the seven figures of an
anonymous wedding procession, and the shimmering ocean in the distance always seemed a
beautiful allegory for past, present, and future occurring simultaneously. Hurricane Sandy came
through a couple of days after this and destroyed the boardwalk. The image is a eulogy foreseen.
Photographs bear witness to the changing form of our lives. As circumstances change, so do the
meanings of pictures.
The color photograph OUT/IN on the right side is a recent picture I made of the entrance
to the cathedral in Jackson Square in New Orleans. The OUT/IN plastic panel over the brass
door guard bounces over the crisp crack of the door like white cake. These words suggest an
ultimatum -- if you are one, you cannot be another. This seems impossible, though when you are
outside a building you certainly are not inside the building. Despite these exclusionary laws of
identity, I find life happens somewhere in between. I laughed thinking of how this OUT/IN
recalls Koons’s vacuum with “WET/DRY '' written on it. Koons said this referenced Soren
Kierkegaard's EITHER/OR4, a literary work that embodies two modes of life in opposition, the
Aesthetic and the Ethic. These tensions, or opposing forces --short/long, sex/death, youth/age,
masculine/feminine, earth/sky, light/dark, hope/despair, all/one etc. exist everywhere.

4

Imagine, episode 2, “Jeff Koons: Diary of a Seducer,” directed by Jill Nicholls, aired June 30, 2015 on BBC One,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-27B8gngS4g.
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As the book continues, personally essential archetypal themes manifest: Time, God,
Family and Landscape. These are irreducible grounds which to me generally suggest purpose,
origin, and space. From these notions emerge diverse and complex relationships, some enduring,
some fleeting, all forever subject to change.
Photography fuses hardcore realism and overt symbolism, heightened when images are
paired, generating associations by relationship. The tension can charge pictures with various
meanings, simultaneously creating clarity and ambiguity, allowing the viewer an interpretation as
personal as the expression that made it.

5

The content of the book comes from 10 years of travel across the country. This past year I
revisited the places and people that have been important in my life from DC, NOLA, LA, NYC,
CHI, NM, CO, FL. The book begins with my family. It searches the line of meaning that zigs
and zags between public and private. The last year was about examining my archive and
consciously taking stock of my relationships, memories, and experiences - the passage of time
became a major subject of the work.

Photographs taught me that everything changes. People appear, reappear and disappear,
everything gets painted over. Growth and decay play equal parts. Pictures make note of things
as they are at a given time and are a natural record of change. Sometimes the country, sometimes
the town, along the ocean, the mountains and the desert. We meet strangers, doctors, musicians,
matriarchs, lovers, soldiers, farmers—Intimate moments that are at times confessional, taken
from life in a way that only I could.
As the middle section expands from an inventory of portraits of immediate family it
opens into broader views of landscape, portraits and scenes from a more public life. The
inclusion of intimate private moments along with the drama of public spectacle keeps the book
consistently unpredictable and as random as life itself.
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The final section of the book replays the themes and suggests in several sequences the
mask of self, our fleeting relationship of an apart from the natural world, and the futility and
eternal decay of matter and all forms of representation, culminating in an image of death and an
allegory of consciousness. -- the shadow of Wallace Stevens’ Palm at the end of the mind, which
beyond the last thought, rises in the bronze decor5. We are whole only for an instant, only to
return to dust, fragmentation. All we ever saw was light on surface.
Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote, “There is properly no history, only biography.”6 History
cannot be removed from personal narrative. I’m reminded of Robert Frank who at his most
humble said, “It's very hard to get away from myself. It seems, almost, that's all I have. That’s
sort of a sad feeling.”7 In the final image of Frank’s the Americans, looking back to his wife and
his child in this lone automobile completes the sequence. All is reduced to the journey and a
mute romantic longing of what the future may be. A quiet nod to the deep undercurrent beneath
the poetry of the sublime.

5
6
7

Wallace Stevens, “Of Mere Being,” from Poems (Vintage Books, 1959), 169.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, “History,” in Essays (HarperCollins, 1926), 6.
Dennis Wheeler, "Robert Frank Interviewed," Criteria 3 (June 1977), 4-7.
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When I thought about organizing such a personal book, I couldn’t get Robert Frank’s
Lines of My Hand out of my mind. I love that book but I wanted to break from its linear
structure. I was inspired by the humor and conceptual foundation of Boris Mikhailov's
Unfinished Dissertation. It’s a collection of black and white pictures shot around 1984 and
printed several years later. Mikhailov pasted them into a “dissertation” document which he
found in the trash and wrote notes and lines into the margins.
Mikhailov’s pictures range from landscapes to pictures of daily life in the Soviet Union,
to intimate portraits and nudes. Because he limited his material to that two years, the book is
consistently black and white and has a local feeling.

8

There is both a dismal public landscape of everyday life in Kharkiv, Russia and a deeply
expressive private world that is sometimes absurd and funny and validates photography as a way
of life. He photographs as a self-proclaimed amateur: For the Love. Regardless of his politics,
just by choosing to be an artist he becomes a dissident. Thirty years later, because of its
observation of time and place this is now a unique social document of life behind the Iron
Curtain. No matter what the narrative, the social landscape is inescapable.
As a photographer, I don’t know how the meanings of these images will change over time
but they certainly will, and so will I. Unfinished Dissertation is abstractly about memory and the
poetry of forgetting. On a spread of a quiet snowy landscape Mikhailov writes, “It’s all the same
to me… It's all the same to me because I love nature.8”

8

Boris Mikhailov, Unfinished Dissertation, (Zürich: Scalo, 1998), 123.
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Nan Goldin took photographs because she didn’t want to forget. The camera was her
memory and her pictures come from this deep personal connection with her people. They tell the
raw truth in her Ballad of Sexual Dependency, transcendent statement about relationships9.

New Yorker Art Critic Peter Schjeldahl called Nan Goldin a, “Sentimentalist and Aesthete
governed by two poles at war with each other. I suppose this may be an accurate explanation of
the tension in her work. While the aesthete strives for realism, the sentimentalist will subvert
facts. The sentimentalist in Goldin lives her blurry life. The Aesthete takes crystalline views of
it.’10 Goldin called her photographs “a diary I let people read,” and the personal quality gives it a
tenderness that softens that critique. It is not voyeurism but is in fact about connection. For that
exact reason, the honesty observed from such radical intimacy may be what makes it one of the
finest social documents of them all.
Rather than observing the scene she’s living it. It's a source document made with
privileged access to a crude and beautiful place that depicts a loving radical youth with unveiled
9
10

Nan Goldin and Mark Holborn, "Nan Goldin's Ballad of Sexual Dependency," Aperture no. 103, 1986, 38-47.
Peter Schjeldahl, "A Fine Rawness: Nan Goldin's Heartbreaking Beauties," The New Yorker vol. 74, no. 35,

1998, 110.
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intimacy. Schjeldahl continues with this notion of the social document, saying “Evans, Frank,
and Arbus were progressively more explicit photographer laureates of the abyssal lack—the
wanting, the want—that defines American soulfulness.’ 11 Goldin’s work happens beneath that
mainstream surface and it is less about the crack in the facade than the madness it may be
concealing.
Robert Frank saw that crack. His pictures express the existential lack in America,
showing the tragic loneliness that comes with the freedom and individualism of the American
Myth. This is Jay Gatsby, Prufrock, or Miss Lonelyhearts; an individual yearning in the chasm
between the ideal and the reality, the loss of a dream deferred. Robert Frank saw it and “sucked
a sad poem out of America. 12” His work is heartfelt and personal, he is too honest about those
feelings to look away. Each image is a note from a point in time, “this is where I’ve been.” He
may be romantic but this feels like realism, true and weathered as a big tree. His sentiments are
formed from experience, the crown jewels of memory, diamonds in our organs.

Garry Winogrand captured the inherent poetry in the spectacle of American life. His
camera is not turned intimately on his friends like Goldin but outward in a Whitmanian embrace
11
12

Ibid.
Jack Kerouac, introduction to The Americans, by Robert Frank (Gottingen: Steidl 1958).
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of the multitude. His exuberance and hunger for drama included the good and bad of America
with a profound sincerity without Frank’s warmth and sentiment.
Winogrand is at once detached and completely connected. He didn’t get to know his
subjects but there is a longing for connection and a desire for empathy in his pictures. The
distance between the group and the individual is always evident, along with the allure of the
facade.
Hope is distant, outside the frame. Winogrand had no community, he was out on his own.
His crowd lacks Goldin’s tender intimacy. The atomic threat looms over his horizons. He sees
beauty but his sentimentality has run out. America wants to be clean cut and polished, simplified
and streamlined but the reality is more complex. That chaos is the tension in the American
picture. We are all students of Winogrand. I am greatly in debt to his openness as an artist and
his commitment to photography as a way of life, a way of reading the existential pulse of our
time.

My work is not a diary, though it is explicitly subjective, caught somewhere between the
private expression and the social document, specifically questioning where that demarcation
stands. Over the ten years spanned in my book, I’ve seen the country caught between the
meaningless definitions of the past and the unknowability of the future.
12

In this work is inevitably an economic picture of a half century of exportation of
American production along with twenty years of war that began after 9/11 and ceased the year
the book was finished13. It is a witness to the proud diversity of our society along with the
cancerous inequality that continues in the ongoing racial saga that has existed since our country’s
start.

These issues are the omnipresent backdrop, inextricable from the setting, the atmosphere.
The drama is local and as real as a person's touch or the taste in your mouth on a spring day. The
camera feels the essence of the trees above, the expression and the intimacy of the connection.

13

Adam Curtis, Hypernormalisation, aired October 16, 2016 on BBC,
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04b183c.
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The longing in her face. The antagonism in his. The cry of a jazz singer. The mutability
of a lost icon. That sliver of epic heartbreak between this skinny girl and the dead whale. The,
“This is where I’ve been.”

I am interested in handmade objects that have their own history. In the gallery I've
chosen a dozen pictures to accompany the book which suggest the themes and demonstrate a
variety of processes. These images are all translations from one form to another. When you
photograph, every picture has to account for that which cannot be photographed. The book
attempts to solve that inadequacy by structure and concept, the printed images suggest it by their
reinterpretation of form.

14

Hand. Self Portrait. Screenprint with wax and oil. 2021

Installation View
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With screenprinting, the photograph is the starting point in a kind of reverse exploration
of form. It is a photographic process that is also a painting process. Pigment can be drawn on
the paper and the positive and the negative image built up in layers of color to suggest something
more sculptural and photographic. I made the print Dream Live Die from this photograph I took
on Highway 46 in California. It's a beautiful Highway that meets the 101 at Mission San Miguel
and goes east west through the Lost Hills. I used to drive it all the time. This sign marks the
junction where James Dean died in a car accident.

I wanted this image to be very layered and the text to be reflective or even invisible. I
felt like it should be bleeding away by time or rain suggesting something transient. Dean said,
“Dream as if you’ll live forever, Live as if you’ll die today.” Life is Short, Life is Long. The
graphic form of this piece was also an effort to mimic the soft pastel colors of roadside crosses
made from styrofoam egg cartons melted by the rain, an image I first encountered while working
as a printer’s apprentice translating the work of William Christenberry to print.

16

Christenberry was an artist who spent his whole life collecting and reinterpreting images
from his native Hale County, Alabama. He lived in DC and visited Alabama every summer,
taking photographs of places to use as reference for drawings, paintings, prints and sculptures.
The work he made was about memory, change, and the passing of time - culturally and
physically.14 Not only did he improvise from his experiences, dreams, and memories, he
eventually developed his own iconography, a history and mythology viewed through a subjective
and intuitive expression of local landscapes and symbols.

For the last year, inspired by Andy Warhol, I made instant portraits and used them for
screenprints. These images of my father were made for a sculpture study. I made several
versions of them. In the final image he is a primordial figure. The whole surface looks like a
matchbook in flames.

14

William Christenberry, William Christenberry’s Black Belt (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2005).
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It references the POW MIA flag and the profile of the nose and bald head is a line that
suggests Kurtz sitting under a beam of light in the darkness of his compound. A man clear in his
mind but mad in his soul. Reading poetry out loud15.

Images live within us, though their substance lies elsewhere. Our memories are like
silkscreens, each image casting its latent shadow upon the other, a ghost of memory. God Is Real
is an image of a billboard on Highway 25 in Colorado. This hand painted scrawl suggests an
undercurrent of doom that is ominously declarative. Typically, American roadside propaganda is
hard to see aside from some painful irony, but this wasn’t ironic. Here the mark of the hand is
heightened by the intense, atmospheric nature of the original image which embodies the doom of
the present.

15

Apocalypse Now, directed by Francis Ford Coppola (1979; San Francisco: American Zoetrope).
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I wanted the form of the print to rival the message in the picture so I chose to make the
picture into a blazing neon sign, suggesting a natural cause in the most unnatural way. I thought
if the apocalypse came, no one would believe it. Every civilization thinks it’s on the eve of
destruction.

Norwegian artist Edvard Munch was no stranger to this doom. His iconic Scream
captures the psychic anxiety of the modern age. He famously said the camera can’t compete
with the brush as a means of expression since it “cannot be taken into heaven or hell.16” Munch
experimented with every medium and was a radical appropriator of his own imagery17. In this
way he had a postmodern attitude toward much of his own work, driven by an indifference to the

16

Edvard Munch, Lithographs, Etchings, Woodcuts, edited by William Lieberman, (Los Angeles: LACMA, 1969),
xvi.
17
J.P. Hodin, Edvard Munch, (London: Thames and Hudson, 1993), 169.
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material and preciousness of the object itself. He frequently made multiples of each painting
working on them simultaneously. He invented the jigsaw woodcut at the turn of the century, an
innovation in printmaking which allowed the artist to section out fields of color independently
and put the completed image back together like a puzzle.

Coating window for Curtain with Collodion. 2022
Munch’s work is both decorative and illustrative as well as expressionist and
metaphysically surreal. All his work was titled and depicts something specific, though he
returned to graphic and conceptual themes throughout his life, often making radically different
color changes to an image years later. He did not limit himself to painting but was interested in
inquiry. He photographed, did set design, made films, sculptures and was one of the most
prolific printmakers of all time18.
Munch worked fast and wasn’t interested in perfectly overwrought “bourgeois painting”.
Like Van Gogh, his painting was about getting something made in one swift gesture by a
transference of spirit from the eye to the canvas, a passionate performance. This is crucial. A
18

Edvard Munch, Complete Graphic Works, ed. Gerd Woll, (London: Philip Wilson Publishers, 2012), 161.
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painting is about marking a point in time. I feel this way about the art I make and with the world
I live in. It’s a custom in folk art and religious traditions to leave deliberate imperfections in the
design of the work as a gesture of humility.19 A great work of art is perfect in its imperfections,
which is usually what makes it true. Rare beauty is about idiosyncrasy.

Wet plate collodion is an antiquated process that invites much beauty and idiosyncrasy
because of its display of raw materials. Today, with this 170-year-old process, each image is an
improvisation with the mark of the hand visible on each plate. Curtain came out of my
wondering whether you could make an ambrotype out of a 35mm slide. I chose a picture of the
gold curtain from the Eastman House Theater because it was not in my book and sits outside the
work as a testament to Kodak and the city of Rochester. The curtain is a symbol of closure
separating the past from the unknown future. The seductive golden color is gone, leaving only
pure silver written as light and texture, a presence defined by absence. The atmospheric silver
radiating from this strange object and barrier which marks both beginning and end, concealing
and revealing.

19

Lydia Figes, Unfinished: Why We Are Drawn to Imperfection (London: ArtUK, 2019), 02.
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I like art that embodies raw truth and that’s the kind of art I want to make. Art that is not
overly produced but made with swift gestures where the material is inextricable from the form.
36 frames, the Polaroid, wet plate collodion, watercolors, a good joke, a bronze cast, a live
musical performance, the open road, skiing down virgin piste. Bresson said, “life is once
forever.” That decisive YES is pure form. Clarity. Whatever that clarity is, you must look for it,
listen for it. Arrange yourself in preparation. Success is rare. The readiness is all.
Often, when I’m shooting I’m trying to negotiate the unphotographable. For years this
image of the desert highway at night beneath the crescent moon was in my head. I couldn’t
balance the light properly at the moment with any camera I had and I couldn’t stop, the image
had to convey motion, so I let it go. It existed as pure dream memory but it was my job to realize
it. So I made a painting.

22

Driving West on Highway 40 in NM at 2AM is oil painted on a glass window. The
window is a found object and the rugged frame reveals layers of time. I applied the paint on the
back, making the surface milky and luminescent. The antique glass chips and splatters suggest
the windshield of a car moving through the night. I wanted it to feel like black velvet, like being
enveloped in an all-consuming darkness. This is a specific memory and experience that was
unphotographable and suggests an archetypal scene in which the landscape and the sky, the
moon and the road all converge. In one sense, I find this work to be the most accurate depiction
of memory, which is synthesized as pure atmosphere and is true the way a dream is true.

Are we not formed just as much by the surrounding phenomena by our own thoughts, our
own DNA? If there is an art to photography it speaks to that. And that’s where we can meet
23

others and relate, to have meaningful communion outside of ourselves. That’s beautiful. I don’t
think photography can save the world but I believe it is a practice of empathy.
The photographer looks for connection, whether as a witness to a connection between
others or experiencing it directly -- that's the magic, that's what opens up your heart and mind.
Good pictures transmit that as well, and while they’re important to share and to enjoy, as artists
we know the real event is out there at the intersection of past and future, practicing empathy,
searching for deeper experiences.

24
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